
Little Miss Muffet,   Muffet- a name chosen to rhyme with tuffet 

        (muff- handle a situation clumsily or badly) 

Sat on a tuffet,   tuffet- a clump of sod, or a stool 

Eating her curds and whey. curds and whey- see below… 

 

 

What is Cheese? 
 

Cheese, from the Latin, caseus 

Or caseus formatus (formed cheese)… formaggio or formage 

Cheese is rotten milk.   

And, being an animal product, 

 some varieties can smell like rotten flesh. 

 

First you have to separate milk into curds and whey.   

 

Rennet- natural enzymes naturally found in the stomachs of mammals.  It tends to coagulate 

milk, meaning that it separates milk into curds (solids) and whey (liquid).  You have 

probably seen this occasionally when your milk goes bad (curdled) in the refrigerator and 

there are some cottage-cheese-like curds at the bottom and thin whey liquid on top.  

Humans have known about the coagulating power of rennet for thousands of years, 

perhaps as long ago as 10,000 B.P. (Polyphemos is from about 1200 B.C. I figure, so 

3,200 B.P.).  It is probably of Arab or Central Asian origin.  It is speculated that people 

discovered this property by using stomachs as milk containers and the rennet that 

naturally occurs in these stomachs made the milk separate.  Young calves (veal), camels, 

goats, and lamb stomachs have traditionally been used.  Vegetable-based rennets also 

exist and have been used in place of mammal-based rennets in some traditional cheeses 

of the Mediterranean.  (Modern cheese making will often use rennet extracted from some 

types of mold or even genetically engineered rennet, but cheese aficionados disparage 

this practice.)  Acids (like lemon juice) will also coagulate milk and this explains the 

separated-milk-in-the-refrigerator phenomenon because sour milk is acidic.  Acid curds 

will not solidify to the same extent that rennet-produced curds will.  But acids can be 

used to start the process and then rennet to extend take it further. 

 

Various molds and bacteria are what make the many distinctive flavors of the many varieties of 

cheese.  Aging and milk-fat content also play a major role in a cheese’s flavor and 

texture.  The type of milk (goat, cow, camel, … etc.), the diet of the milk-producing 

animal also affect flavor.  [My cousins, who are dairy farmers, keep their cows away 

from naturally occurring garlic and chives because those flavors gets in the milk.]   

 

Once the curds are separated from the milk, they are strained and pressed in order to extract even 

more of the remaining liquids.  Sometimes they are heavily salted, which further dries 

them out and helps to preserve them. The earliest semi-hard cheeses were probably 

similar to feta, salty and somewhat sour.   

 



Cooler climate cheeses tend to have less salt, perhaps because the cooler temperatures acted as a 

preservative, eliminating the need for excessive salt.  With less salt content, molds and 

bacteria could flourish in and on the cheese, allowing for all the crazy European varieties.   

 

Cheese became an industry in Roman times.  Roman Gaul (Modern France) was known for its 

huge variety of artisanal cheeses.  Many of our familiar modern cheeses were known in 

the Middle Ages and may very likely trace back to Roman times.  

 

-The simplest cheeses are basically just the curds, un-aged.  Cottage cheese and 

some cream cheeses (think chèvre not Philadelphia) are examples. Paneer and 

queso fresco are other examples.  Real mozzarella is a fresh, simple cheese, in 

which the curds are stretched and kneaded almost like bread dough. This type 

of cheese generally goes bad quickly if no preservatives are added. 

-Cheddar and Gouda are semi-hard cheeses.  They are pressed in forms and some 

are repeatedly rinsed in order to wash away some of the harsh acidic flavors.  

Others enhance the acidic flavors by encouraging particular bacteria growth 

such as holey Swiss varieties (the holes are evidence of this bacterial action). 

-Hard cheeses, like Parmesan or Romano, are heavily pressed and aged, 

sometimes for several years.  Salt also aids in hardening/drying them out. 

-Some soft cheeses like Brie and Camembert have a mold-encrusted casing (that 

white powdery rind). 

-Blue-mold cheeses like Roquefort and Gorgonzola, are only pressed a little and 

mold is encouraged to grow throughout the cheese, hence the marbled blue 

veining.   

-Processed cheeses, such as American cheese or Velveeta and many “Kraft” 

cheeses, are a modern invention.  They are not really cheese, rather, they are 

solidified proteins along the lines of Soylent Green. [That was a joke.]  

 

 

Praise for Cheese and Cheese Trivia 

 

It keeps and travels very well, much better than milk. It is moldy already, so what is a little more. 

 

It has a high fat and protein content.  A good thing in hard times. 

 

John Heywood in 1546 wrote that the moon was made of “greene cheese,” meaning that it was 

made of new or fresh cheese, not the color green.  I imagine him to mean something 

along the lines of a goat cheese or a farm cheese. 

 

Strict Islamic and Jewish dietary laws (halal and kosher laws) prohibit cheeses made from animal 

rennet obtained through unapproved methods of slaughter.  Some vegetarians also avoid 

cheeses made using animal rennet. 

 

“cutting cheese,” “cheese ball,” or “cheesy”   Explain? 

 

What is cheese cloth?  How is it used to make cheese? 


